This is the new HR authorizations Troubleshooting Guide, which provides step-by-step solutions to a wide range of Authorizations Problems that may occur in your work with the HR authorizations and some HR functionalities.

It's easy: In 3 clicks you will find all the documentation!

- Choose the case from the Information below.
- Identify the issue and try to solve it by yourself.
- You can find here the HR Authorizations Customizing - Guide Answers.

Tools that can be used to analyze the HR authorizations incidents

Here you can find the list of tools that will help you to do your own analysis of your authorizations customizing and the system behavior.

- Report RH_AUTH_CUST_CHECK
- HRAUTH Transaction
- ST01 Authorization Trace
- Transaction SU03

Analysis of Authorizations issues like:

When the system behavior is related to the following areas:

- The user is able or not able to access information that should or should not
- Is the system affected with performance problems?
- Is the incident related to the structural authorizations?

Important Notes and KBAs

- 2142824 New tool for the HR Authorization analysis in Employee Master Data
- 2104789 New program RH_AUTH_CUST_CHECK
- 2153561 Performance Problems and structural authorizations.
- 1876030 Transactions and Reports for checking HR authorizations
- 1916340 Transaction trace ST01 instead of SU53 for checking HR authorizations
- 19502797 Authorization issues in case of administrator change period of responsibility
- 1972083 How to analyze a recursion in organizational management: a practical example in PA40
- 2181728 Person selection period in PNP and PNPCE reports
- 1666926 Create a new customer’s authorization object in HR area
- 1687758 Structural authorizations: Optimization potential
- 902000 Analyzing HR authorizations
- 339367 Access of personnel number with default position
- 363721 Long runtimes when calling transaction PA20/PA30
- 138526 Authorization check in reports incorrect
- 177996 Authorization check in logical database PNP
- 82144 SAPDBPNP authorizations in reporting
- 2123631 Lock HR data using time-dependent authorization
- 2054808 HR authorizations: Collective SAP Note with questions and answers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How to search for Notes and KBAs that may solve the incident.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are many incidents that can be solved with a SAP Note correction or with a KBA; You only have to search in the SAP Service Marketplace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You cannot find a solution to your problem? Contact SAP Support.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Troubleshooting Guide is being gradually extended to cover more products. Before using the Guide, please consider the following Terms of Use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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